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Shore-based Sea video surveillance system is designed for detection, recognition 
and classification of the ships and aircrafts in the air and on the sea. Through analysis 
of statistic features of typical aeronaval background images, I study the preprocessing 
of images and technology of background modeling, make significant progresses in 
automatic detection of moving objects, sort out key technologies on the automatic 
recognition and classification, metrology and intelligence, design and develop an 
interactive sea video surveillance system. 
This thesis furthers the research on various key technologies of shore-based Sea 
video surveillance system. 
For background modeling: this thesis analyzes deeply the factors that miss 
detection appearing in foreground that extracted from Adaptive-k Gaussian Mixture 
Model (AKGMM). On one hand, the detection is started when the model is unstable 
and not convergent, on the other hand, the rear of large objects are always missed 
easily to be detected as the over slow movement and much better stability of gray. To 
resolve this problem，we propose a Bidirectional Adaptive-k Gaussian Mixture Model
（BAKGMM） . We also apply morphological operation as post-process to the 
extracted foreground to overcome the miss alarm. 
For shore-based single view metrology, we establish the metrological model of any 
point and segment on the sea level based on pinhole model. There are three parameters 
for the model named ，vanishing line  and  which is the number of pixel in 
image coordinate equaling to unit length in world coordinate. In different application 
circumstances on the sea level and horizontal plane, we introduce into different prior 
information of distance and height ratio, propose several parameters estimation 
approaches and verify the effectiveness and accuracy of parameter estimation. At last, 
we make the comparisons among estimations in various circumstances on the sea and 
in the air. Experimental results demonstrate our model can achieve a smaller error. 
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